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Abstract 

A new kind of hydrogen-maser time and frequency Standard was installed 

this September at sheshan 25-meter radio telescope in Shanghai, for  very 

long baseline interferometry (VLBII experiments. This standard is a readily 

transport,able, rugged and completely integrated frequency standard. The 

entire system is engineered as a unit, and all electronics were mechanically 

and electrically integrated with the physical portion into the overall 

design. This paper describes its design feature and structure as well as the 

measured resu1t.s O F  its performance. Its applications and data in VLBI 
experiment are a 1 so in(: 1 uded . 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydrogen maser is generally regarded as the ideal time and frequency 

standard f o r  VLBI. lt has a unique combination of superior short-term and 
long-term stability. Further, the maser is a primary standard with 

unsurpassed resettability of frequency. 

In the past, the size, weight. and general awkwardness of the equipment 
have limited the use of the maser to fixed inst,allations, The masers which 

have been used for several years in Sheshan VLBI station are this kind of 

hydrogen masers, which were made ear 1 ier by Shanghai Obscrva 

A hydrogen maser described in this paper is a nek kind of maser, 

designed to be eas i l y  transportable and rugged enough to withstand the 

normal rigors of being moved from one station to another. It was transported 

by truck from Zi-Ka-Wei section to SheShan VLBI station, for VLBI 
experiments. In the new design, we absorbed many design ideas of masers 

developed by Dr.R.F.C.Vessot at the SAO"'.  



DESIGN FEATURE OF THE NEW MASER 

The design philosophy for new maser developed from several basic aspects. 

First, the maser design emphasizes good intrinsically stability with respect 

to both mechanical and thermal perturbations. It is enclosed in a very 

carefully controlled thermal and mechanical environment to minimize maser 

detuning by variations in ambient conditions, and thus to permit stable 

maser operation over long periods of time without requiring autotuning or 

other adjustments. 

Second, the new maser is a compact, relatively light-weight, rugged, and 

easily transportable standard, The entire st,andard was to be silf--contained 

in a single standard-sized rack cabinet. All electronics including the phase 
lock receiver were to be mechanical 1 y and elect,rical 1 ly integrated into the 

overall design. It is a relatively small instrument weighing 250kg and 

requiring a source of only 28 volts DC at 200 watts to operate. The third 

feature is that there is a circulating air system in the rack cabinet. The 

system, which controls the temperature of the pump, t h e  dissociator, and the 
upper maser e lect,ron ics . is an entire1 y independent system with 

selt-contained sensors and electronics. In addition, the new maser 

incorporates an extensive monitoring capability. Four front panel mounted 

meters, each with an eight-position selector swilch are located on the 

monitor panel to provide quick-look monitoring of 32 fuctions, These include 
all main power-supply \olt.ages, all heater voltages, hydrogen dissociator 

operat,ing conditions, receiver/synthesizer signal lewl , arid phase-lock 

control voltages. The monitor panel also includes a small four--digit counter 

and LED readout for displaying tho output frequency of the synthesizer. 
Fig. 1 shows the photograph of the complete maser system w i t h  t h e  side 

pane 1 removed. 

NEW MASER OSCILLATOR AND CI,OCK SYSTEM 

The design features of the Shanghai Observatory new hydrogen maser were 
described in detail in earlier paper"'. Fig.2 is a diagram of the major 

structure of the maser. The cavity resonator is an extremely rugged CERVIT 
structure. Longitudinal stresses produced by the thermal expansion 



coefficient of the resonator hold-down can are absorbed by a large Bellville 

spring washer. Thermally induced radial stress in the resonator base is 

relieved by a 40-glass bal Is quasi-kinematic mount*. Barometrical l y  induced 

stresses on the vacuum tank a r e  isolated from t,he cavity resonat.or by a 

double-base st.ructure. It should be noted that the design philosophy of the 

maser emphasizes good Long--term f requer~cy stabi 1 i t.y without. the necessit,~ 

for continuous automatic tuning. The tuning procedure is usually required 

only when the maser is moved to a new location or before VLBI observations, 

The entire maser clock system is shown in block diagram in Figure 3. h 

lOOMHz crystal oscillator is phase locked to t.he maser signal to provide 

standard frequencies at levels useful to the clock system, A simple 

dual-conversion receiver is used t.o generate the phase locking signals; a 

synthesizer is also used to set the tima scale. IMHz and SMHz signals, 
derived from internal dividers in the crystal oscillat.or, is used to drive 

the VLBI timing system. 

THE PERFORMANCES OF NEW MASER 

A comprehensive series of environmental and short-term stability tests on 

the new maser has been evaluated before the new maser was moved t o  Sheshan 

VLBI station. Figure 4 shows t.he short-term frequency stability of the new 

maser. It can be seen from the Fig .4, the stability data keeps 10 l5 levels 

for the periods of time beyond 100 seconds. 
The new maser has been working continuously for more than a year hefore 

it was moved to Sheshan VLBI station. Figure 5, as an example, shaws the 

comparison data measured between t,he new maser and the master Cs clock of 

AT ( S O )  . 
In the environmental tests, the output frequency was carefully monitored 

while one of the environmental conditions was varied, The result,s of each of 
these environmental tests is itemized below: 

1. Output frequency vs temperature test,s - The new maser was placed 

individually in the test chamber and the chamber temperature was cycled 

between 2Z0 to 3 1 ° C ,  the rosultant variation in output frequency was plotted 
2. Barometric pressure tests - No output frequency variations were 

observed as the maser was individually subjected t.o barometric pressures of 

25 mmHg above and below ambient pressure with a two-hour d w e l l  at each 
extreme. 



3.  Magnetic field Sensitivity tests - It was measured by placing the 

maser under test within a 2.4-meter diameter set of Helmholtz coils and 

varying the current through the coils. A about 0.4 gauss axial field was 

used in the tests. 

A summary of the environmental sensitivities of the new maser is 

presented in table 1. 

Table 1 ,  Environmental sensitivities'" 
- - 

conditions 
- -. 

1 AT up Sensitivities 
-. 

slow coefficient fast coefficient 

Temperature (22'C -- 31'C ) 2.9X 10-"/"C 1.2X 10-"/'C 

AT down 3.OX 10-"/'C 1.3X 10-"1°C: 
..- --- 

Barometric pressure (t25mmHg) 

APPL ICAT ION 

Magnetic Field (k 0.4G) 

1. Tuning the hydrogen maser 

The oscillation frequency of a hydrogen maser is "pulled" by the 

maser cavity resonantor. The amount of pulling is a fuct ion of cavity 

detuning and the line width of the atomic resonance: 
V = W , ~ - I ( V . - V . ) / V , ~ Q - - ( O . ~ ~ V ~ : ~ V , ) / ( P ~ : ~ ~ V , ) ~ ~ V ,  (I) 

If the cavity is tuned to a frequency v ,, such that 
v. .=v.  [ 1 - (0.2911 a : h  V , / Q x p t t ]  V . ) I - '  (2) 

then the term in brackets in equation(1) vanishes and 

v = V "  

The maser oscillates at the centre of the atomic resonance line. 
The cavity is tuned to v , ,  by madulating the flux of atoms entering the 

storage bulb. It can be shown that the spin exchange contribution to the 

1 . 1 X 10-"/G 



line width is directly proportional to the f l u x ,  and when the cavity is at 

the tuning point vco, then v is independent of line width and therefore 

also independent of the total hydrogen flux. 

The maser can be tuned by using another hydrogen maser as a reference 

or a frequency reference less stable than that of the maser itself. A t  the 

Sheshan VLBI station, hydrogen maser is tuned by using a microcomputer 

system. The end results for tuning paint and line Q are displayed on the 

screen. 

2. VLBI data 
During VLBT experiments, hydrogen maser performances are monitored by a 

microcomputer real--time measuring system. The stability data is shown not 

only by Allan Variance. but also in a form that might be more useful for 
VLBI experimenters, Fig. 4 shows phase diEEerence in seconds with only a 

frequency offset term removed from the data.  Notice that the data has the 

quadratic behavior associated with uniform frequency drift. Fig.7 shows the 

same data with a uniform frequency drift term also removed. 

For VLBI observations. the hydrogen maser is the suitable satisfactory 

frequency standard. Shanghai Observatory new hydrogen maser has demonstrated 

that it can be used routinely and reliably for VLBI. Doubtlessly. the 

features of ease transportation and convenient to operate make the maser to 

be also a ideal time and frequency standard for other fields. 
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Fig.6 VLBI Phase Comparison With frequency Offset  Removed 

4 8 . 7  VLBI Phase Comparison With Requency Drift Removed 




